Organizations are driving business transformation with a cloud-first strategy

- 71% of cloud-first choice for new app workloads
- 88% of currently running or planning to run in public cloud but...
- 50% struggle with data protection for cloud

Get your cloud ON faster with Dell EMC integrated appliances:

- Speed deployment of data protection
- Reduce storage costs
- Shrink backup windows
- Reduce management time
- Leverage modern technologies

"The Dell EMC integrated appliance gives us a single, complete backup and recovery solution."
- Brit Anderson, Supervisor, Systems Administration, Christian Brothers University

Proven + Modern Cloud Data Protection

With a Dell EMC integrated appliance you can:

- Protect the same amount of data in up to 2.5x less space
- Reduce failover and failback times
- Leverage modern technologies

Get your cloud ON faster with Dell EMC integrated appliances, your data protection on-ramp for the cloud.